CALL FOR PAPERS
International Conference on Black Sea Economic Cooperation & European Union
Istanbul, 4-6 June 2015

We are happy to announce the First Call for the International Conference on Black Sea Economic Cooperation and European Union organized by Istanbul Commerce University EU Research Center, International Center for Black Sea Studies (ICBSS) Turkish Enterprise and Business Confederation (TURKONFED) and Istanbul School of Economics. Topics are focused on recent challenges to the regional and international issues regarding to the economic geography of Black Sea and EU.

The topics are shown below but not limited to;

A. Economic Recovery in EU And Black Sea Countries
B. Energy Security for EU And Black Sea Cooperation
C. Tourism as a Tool For Cooperation
D. International Trade And Barriers For Trade
E. Investment Relations Between EU And Black Sea Countries
F. Regional Development, Competitiveness And Innovation
G. Political Conflicts And Impacts On Economic Cooperation
H. Role of International Organizations – Organization For Black Sea Economic Cooperation, European Commission And Other International Organizations

Please consider submitting an abstract for the Conference within next four weeks. We proudly hope to have your distinguished name among our authors and participants. When submitting an abstract, please follow the instructions in the web site of the conference.

After receiving the full texts, The Scientific Committee will decide which papers should be included in the conference. If reviewers accept the paper, at least one of the authors is required to register for the Conference by deadline. Otherwise, the paper will not be included in the Conference Program (however, it could be published if authors decide for publishing only option).

Regarding to the conference Istanbul Commerce University EU Research Center will cover the accommodation costs for the authors of 5 papers selected as the Best Papers by the Scientific Committee.

We kindly would like you to submit your abstracts before 5 March 2015. The details about the conference is available at [www.blackseaconference.com](http://www.blackseaconference.com)

Sincerely Yours,

Oguz Demir, Ph.D.
Chairperson of Scientific Committee